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Abstract—All projects share one common characteristic that is the projection of ideas and activities into new endeavours. The ever-present element of risk and uncertainty to the events and tasks leading to completion can never be foretold with absolute accuracy. The software projects are different from other projects. Underestimation is the root cause of many software projects not being able to meet the deadline, or failure. Some of the reasons for inaccurate estimation are as follows: the traditional model not being able to capture the project in detail, quick and reliable strategic analysis. The influence of human factor is not able to incorporate explicitly. Failure to consider rework phenomenon. Failure to capture dynamic interaction between technical development and management policies.

Index Term - Duration estimation error, Drawback of traditional estimation, Gamma for duration estimation, Software development.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of project management is to foresee or predict as many of the dangers and problems as possible and to plan, organize and control activities so that projects are completed as successfully as possible in spite of all risks.

PERT (Project Evaluation Review Technique)/CPM (Critical Path Method) is a technique that can be used to plan, schedule and control activities that must be completed to finish a project. But PERT/CPM usually fail to provide an accurate estimate for large-scale project completion time even it is stated that planned project schedules, obtained using critical path analysis, would be optimistic. Project management scholars and practitioners accept that the PERT/CPM fails to provide an accurate estimation for large-scale project completion time [11]. The PERT formula to calculate expected (mean) activity duration times, which are supposed to follow beta density functions, considers three parameters (minimum, most likely, and maximum), when in fact the beta distribution has four parameters (two range parameters and two shape parameters). It turns out that the PERT formula used to calculate the mean as a function of the minimum, most likely, and maximum activity duration time estimates, ignores how the biases to the right or left (related to the variance) affect the shape of the beta distribution. This technique gives an average amount of three variables, which unable to accept.

One of the main factors affecting any product development schedule is rework [2]. The rework done in each stage of software development, is usually double the cost and project duration. Rework delay is usually omitted in the estimation process, which leads to underestimation. Software estimation, where volume (size, cost, effort, resources, risk, skill required) and duration, is not directly proportionally related. Therefore software estimation is becoming a challenge for the project managers to estimate size, cost, effort, resources, risk, skill required to complete a task. The factors affect software project estimation shown in Fig. 1.
Any improvement in the accuracy of prediction of development effort, duration, and resource requirement can significantly reduce the costs from inaccurate estimation, misleading tendering bids and disabling the monitoring progress. Accurate modeling can also assist in scheduling resources and evaluating risk factors.

The next section presents background covering literature review and industry practices in the software estimation. Section 3 elaborates Gamma distribution for better estimation. Section 4 The EnhancedEstimate framework. The conclusion, proposed work & future direction is discussed in section 5.

II. ESTIMATION CHALLENGES IN SOFTWARE PROJECTS

Project managers are assisted by estimation techniques such as Work Breakdown Structures (WBS), Function Point (FP) Analysis, Delphi methods and COCOMO method. Most of the time, these methods are extremely difficult to use and confusing to interpret. They often require extensive amounts of data (such as the number of lines of code, or detailed system design documents) before producing even the most general estimates. In addition, these methods are so focused on being meticulous and precise that they often overlook the obvious advantage of intuitive reasoning. By being consumed in numbers and calculations (or boxes and charts, in the WBS technique), the obvious clues from the available documents are usually missed. Under estimation a project leads to under staffing it (resulting in staff burnout), under-scoping the quality assurance effort (running the risk of low quality deliverables), and setting too short a schedule [17].

A. Reasons for Inaccurate Duration Estimation

The prime reasons for project failure are poor estimation of effort and schedule [18]. But, project duration estimation and resource allocation are treated as two separate problems. This approach is tedious and inadequate for large-scale software project. The project duration estimation and resource allocation need to be combined together to generate near-optimal project estimation. Each project activity is associated with a set of constraints, which specifies the requirement for completing the activity.

These constrains can be future classified as resource constraints (specify what kind of resource required) and complexity constraint (describe how much effort is needed for that activity) where must not ignore during estimation. This is especially an important highlight for the study.

The idea using past effort data recorded for completed project tasks is to predict the effort needed for subsequent activities. A report stated standard proportions of effort for particular development activities does not apply. Estimating effort on standard proportions basis would not have improved the management of the projects, would be another reason for wrong estimation [14].

Parametric models develop estimates through mathematical formulas that often use statistical relationships between the size and software characteristics that affect size (e.g., programming language). Some software requires many lines of code whereas others require a few lines of code only. This is important evidence why parametric estimation cannot be used [15].

The well known effect of inaccurate software estimation is schedule overruns. Software estimation errors generally result from four major risk areas. The first is inability to estimate the size of the software project. The inability to accurately specify a development environment that reflects reality would be a second risk. Followed by improper assessment of staff skills, then lack of well-defined objectives, requirements, and specifications during the software development life cycle [4]. A review of surveys indicated the average effort overrun of software projects seems to be in the range 30 to 40 percent, i.e., the average estimation error of software projects is high [13].

B. Duration Estimation and Resource Allocation

The work breakdown structure (WBS) is the key part of the traditional project work plan. WBS is the most common method to allocate resources for a particular task. A very small project presents no great difficulty to allocated resource and adjusts previously assigned resource. But projects with a hundred different tasks cannot be planned with smooth resource allocation. The biggest problem with any manual charting method, however, is too inflexible. A change of plan to any, except very tiniest, project can result in hours of tedious work in
repositioning all the tasks on the chart. This is always coupled with the risk of introducing logical or other errors. Of course, most projects have more than a hundred activities, and manual resource allocation becomes even more difficult (impossible altogether for really large projects). The task risk and effort required to complete are not considered [5]. WBS provides a hierarchical view for the whole project, but the precedence relationships among the work packages are not clearly identified in the WBS [9]. The engineer’s expertise is not evaluated here contributing for difficulties for resource allocation and reallocation.

C. Estimation and Selecting Right Mix of People

Today’s software requirements are complex, and require the united skills of members. Modern organizations are formed based on the limits and constraints of skills and mental potential of individuals [10]. Project manager need good skillful people to be placed on a particular task must perform their work keeping in view the time and quality output. Hence, it is not the number of people that serves the purpose; it is the skill level of the people that fulfills the effort to be put on the task. Wrong staff placement for project activity will create room for risk throughout the project.

Some factors that to be need considered during estimate are team’s capability by the qualification and experience and the software development environment. The factors such as complexity of the software, required reliability, size of data base, required efficiency (memory and execution time), analyst and programmer capability, experience of team in the application area, experience of team with the programming language and computer, use of tools and software engineering practices, required schedule, and team selection and acquisition highly influence project completion.

Selecting the right mix of people, with both technical and non-technical skills, is a decision that can influence the outcome of project. Although a project manager should strive to acquire the brightest and the best, project team members should be chosen based on the following skills. Technology skills depending upon the nature of the project, members with specific technology skills set as programmers, system analysts, network specialists, and so forth will be required. Business/Organization skills include knowledge or expertise within a specific domain (e.g. compensation planning) as well as knowledge of a particular organization or industry to augment the technical skill requirement. Interpersonal skills are important not only for the team members to understand one another, but also for nature of many projects, others desirable characteristics should include creativity, a tolerance for ambiguity, acceptance of diversity, flexibility in adapting to different roles, and the capacity to take calculated risks.

Skill level is the expertise the project member should have to perform the task given to that member. The skill level of a member is influenced by the experience, behavioral aspects like commitment, and attitude [12]. An investigation of the relationship between experience level and effort estimation accuracy indicates that more experienced engineers more often finish their work packages before the initial estimate.

III. GAMMA DISTRIBUTION AND ENCHANEDESTE FOR PROJECT ESTIMATION

A Gamma distribution is a general type of statistical distribution that is related to the Beta distribution and arises naturally in processes for which time to complete a task between Poisson distributed events are relevant. The gamma function belongs to the category of the special transcendental functions. The gamma distribution includes the chi-squared, Erlang, and exponential distribution as special cases, but the shape parameter of the gamma is not confined to integer values. The gamma distribution starts at the origin and has a flexible shape [3].

The Gamma distribution has several important properties. First, the shape is controlled by two independent non-negative parameters. The values for these two parameters strongly affect the shape of the resulting probability density function (PDF). Second, the PDF can only be nonzero for positive values of the random variable. In other words, the PDF is bounded on one side. Third, the mean value and the peak value of the PDF are generally different [16].

The Gamma distribution is used to model waiting times or time to complete a task. More specifically, it can be shown that if we have exponentially distributed interarrival times with mean 1/ \lambda, the time needed to obtain k changes distributes
according to a gamma distribution with $\alpha = k$ and $\beta = 1/H$. $\alpha$ is called shape (or order) parameter; $\beta$ replaced with $(d-a)$ in this case called the scale parameter.

IV. EnhancedEste Prototype Framework for Estimation

An advantage of modeling estimation processes through gamma processes is that the required mathematical calculations are relatively straightforward. Therefore gamma distribution with density function is recommended to use. The gamma function is an integral relationship function with gives a more accurate figure with very little variance.

A. Gamma Distribution Function

Gamma distribution with density function is recommended to estimate duration by Lootma. The expected duration should not be below the most likely duration and introduced most pessimistic duration estimate $b$, which would never (in roughly 1% of all cases) be exceeded. The formula for expected duration as given below. The values of most likely duration and pessimistic time for an activity are collected from the project manager or project team who are working on the project based on past experience [7, 19].

Activity Duration: [Most likely duration (in days) + pessimistic (in days) $\times 5]/6$.

$$\begin{align*}
f(d) &= \begin{cases} 
\lambda^\alpha d^{\alpha-1} e^{-(\lambda d)}, & d \geq 0, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
&= \frac{\Gamma(\alpha)}{\Gamma(\alpha - 1)} d^{-1} \lambda^{-\alpha} e^{-\lambda d},
\end{align*}$$

(1)

The $d$ denotes the stochastic activity duration and $a$ denotes the most optimistic duration estimate which would almost always (in roughly 99% of all cases) be exceeded. The shape parameter $\alpha$ and the scale parameter $\lambda$ must be positive. If $\alpha > 1$, the duration $d$ has a unique mode, which is set equal to $m$, the most likely duration estimate, so that $\alpha$ is called shape (or order) parameter; $\beta$ replaced with $(d-a)$ in this case called the scale parameter.

$$m = \frac{(a - 1)}{\lambda} + a$$

(2)

Moreover, the mean activity duration is:

$$E(d) = \frac{\alpha}{\lambda} + a.$$  

(3)

The expected duration should not be below the most likely estimate, i.e. $E(d) > m$. Lootma finds no reason why the expectation should be above the most likely estimate, while mostly $b-m \gg m-a$, where $b$ denotes the most pessimistic duration estimate. Hence

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{E(d) - m} > 0,$$

(4)

$$\alpha = \frac{E(d) - a}{E(d) - m} > 1.$$  

(5)

Lootsma estimation method is similar to three-time probabilistic model where $a$ is optimistic duration estimate, $b$ the pessimistic duration estimate and $m$ the most likely duration estimate. Lootsma introduces the most pessimistic duration estimate $b$, which would almost never (in roughly 1% of all cases) be exceeded, in the formula for the expected duration.

$$E(d) = \frac{(b + 5m)}{6}$$

(6)

B. EnhancedEste Prototype for Resource Allocation

A resource is defined as any variable capable of definition that is required for the execution of an activity and may constrain the project. Resource allocation is defined as the assignment of work to an individual. When too much work is required of an individual said to overloaded, while if too little is needed it is said to be under loaded. From the pool of activity-required skills and resources, their skill has been created to select the necessary resources based on skill requirements as shown in Fig. 2. Then list the resources that will be required along with the expected level of demand. Map the resources list onto the activity. The present work models automated resource allocation to avoid overload resources.
One important way to maintain sanity, and structure learning and career development effectively is to have a very clear idea of our key competencies. The review on competencies regularly, with a daily review of what a particular developer has learnt and how to relates to our competencies to see what progress the developer has made. A competency is an asset of an individual who only loans it to the employer. This puts the ownership of the competency very firmly on the shoulders of the individual. There is an important distinction to be made between a competency and knowledge. Competency is something you can do and knowledge is know-how. The four important elements of Competency Measurement Model are shown in Fig. 3.

![Competency Measurement Model](image)

**C. **EnhancedEste Prototype for Selecting Right Mix of Staff

Knowledge is linked to academic abilities. Knowledge can also be accumulated through day to day experience. Skills are tested by asking them to do it. The Figure 2 links between skills and competencies described as a competence is the efficient, effective and proper application of skills based on appropriate knowledge. A skill is also called an experience. The third element is personnel traits or attitudes. It is only by having an appropriately positive attitude that skills can be efficiently, effectively and properly applied. Technology refers to the new methodology, tools, and techniques useful for software development.

**V. CONCLUSION**

Data collection for the two stages is different. The sampling frame is based on the MCS IT project companies. First, a random sample was selected and physical data is collected. The exploratory research includes samples project collected from Kuala Lumpur and Melaka and Singapore. Additionally, project managers were interviewed in-depth for qualitative analysis.

The exploratory research is an empirical study and indicated that poor estimation is the most common problem in software project management. Based on this, the next stage survey is focused on human resource management of software project. Through reviewing and analyzing previous research, a conceptual framework is EnhancedEste constructed. The model analyzes the relationship between estimation factors and performance. Since EnhancedEste is interested in measuring software project duration, effort, it is necessary to define this concept, with regard to its sources, nature and consequences. Specifically, focused in its relationship with other attributes of the software product and process, are mainly productivity and quality.

The expectations in this field of study were that to find a rather intricate picture of software project estimation, with many different views of how it is influencing project duration and software quality. There would be a wide range of methods available for measuring software project duration, but each of them measured only some aspect of software duration. Thus, the prospect of finding one method or measure that always encompasses accurate estimation was not so bright. The choice of one method would therefore be a question of priorities, and these priorities had to be based on the prerequisites at EnhancedEste.
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